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Scholarly Calling or Vocation

Etymology: gift or passion to do God’s work in the world
Contemporary: work as an expression of inner-self

[I]nner directed quest … for an authentic self, primarily 
through the realisation of a special gift, talent, or calling. 
It is associated with the mastery of artistic or spiritual 
disciplines and with various forms of service. Vocation 
operates largely within the framework of a moral 
economy of worth, in which the value of the work 
performed under its sign is the means of satisfaction it 
produces.  Authenticity is its benchmark. (Cohen 2015)



Academic Career

Career: a modern, rational, goal-driven pattern of 
working life comprising:

…so many steps up a ladder of personal ambition, 
marked by increments of status and income … 
professional qualifications and other so called 
performance indicators.  Career operates entirely 
within a market economy of worth Every promotion 
is indexed to the competitive value of the work 
within a segmented labour market.  Career is other-
directed … driven by the desire to outperform one’s 
peers.  Success is its benchmark. (Cohen, 2015)



Taylorism and Higher Education
How did the academic career overwhelm the scholarly 
calling? It is instructive to look to 20th C industrial politics. 
Taylorism was both:
A) An industrial project to break production process into 

its smallest components in the name of ‘efficiency’: a 
refined division of labour where workers perform 
specialized repetitive tasks.

B) An industrial-political project to break the power of 
blue-collar trades, their skills and solidarity, and 
indeed the last vestiges of craft satisfaction. 

Taylorism located the scientific manager at the centre of 
the productive universe. 



The Managerial Revolution
Neo-Liberal Rationale: That corporate top-down 
managerial direction generates efficiencies, and the 
conditions for market-based competition. 
Academic Guilds: Quest to break up 
collegial/disciplinary groupings seeing them as 
guild-like, clannish and inscrutable, as professional 
monopolies hindering market forces. 
Organisational Change: Ostensibly to produce 
economies of scale and cross-disciplinary 
collaboration, but actually to breakdown collegial 
communities –herding us into larger and larger 
organisational units. 
Lost Anchorage: for the scholarly calling



Meaningless Metrics

Measuring Performance: Proliferation of 
Information: bibliometrics/citation indexes, 
university rankings, student satisfaction surveys.
Linked to Competitive Regimes:
A) Institutionally: Used for branding and 
marketing (although many who peddle this data 
know it is flawed).
B) Individually– Based on auditing and 
quantifying career ‘performance’ 



Performance Management



Digital Labour – Taylorised Teaching
Up-Scaled Education: MOOCs, E-Learning, Blended 
Learning, Technotopian fantasy of the networked 
student body: university as virtual factory.
Decline of Unmediated Face-to-Face: Lectures 
replaced by downloadable ‘lecture pods’ tailored 
for diminishing concentration spans; online 
tutorials using Zoom/ Skype etc
The Digital Sweatshop: Dystopian vision of an army 
of atomized ‘call-centre’ scholars
From Pedagogy to ‘Curating Content’: From the 
craft of teaching to education-as-deliverables 
(bullet-point lists of ‘learning outcomes’)



Taylorised Research:
The Impatient Academy

There is more pressure to tailor research 
towards applied outcomes and a rush towards 
such outcomes at the expense of basic research. 
There is less and less tolerance for doing the 
careful background work in data collection and 
preparation at the expense of churning out half 
finished research that is dressed up to be 
publishable. This sells the research short. (Bexley
et al 2011, p.32)



From Modern to Post-Modern Career

The Reflexive Worker/ Human Capital: Willing 
to self-scrutinise, to adopt individual calculative 
and tactical approach to career (Rose, 1999). 
Embracing Precarity: Breaking with Fordist ‘job-
for-life’ Being in a job too long is stigmatised. 
Modular Working Life: Life as a series of 
projects (Boltanski and Chiapello).  
Loose Networks v Communities of Practice:  
Undermining workplace solidarities



The Neo-Liberal Academic

Entrepreneurial: Creating and curating your 
brand, outward looking, 
Mobile: Ready to move into new vocational 
niches. The scholar as Uber-driver
Self-Monitoring: Institutional metrics and self-
generated ones, for example through academic 
networking sites Academia.edu, Research Gate 
The Managerial Career: Restless, spectacular, 
fast-burn career values of university managers



Digital Research Analytics



Collateral Damage

Inculcating Anxiety: “profound experiences of 
insecurity and anxiety about finding work, 
earning enough money, and 'keeping up' in 
rapidly changing fields” (Gill, 2009)

‘Never not Working’: Compromised personal 
life; Inability to make long-term commitments. 
Decline in loyalty/commitment to colleagues



Conclusion

The Career Game: Even when you win, you lose.

University Democracy: Ethical project of 
reinstating the values of the calling: Intrinsic 
value of the labour, mutuality, collegial rather 
than external appraisal and ‘slow scholarship’
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